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WELCOME

Congratulations on taking the first steps towards letting your property!

 

While letting property can be an exciting and rewarding process, we also know it can be

complicated and full of challenges both big and small. You want an agent who you trust, who

understands both your goals and fears and who truly adds value. With this in mind, we want to

help you make the most informed decision possible when choosing your letting agent and hope

this pack will do just that.
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Fantastic from start to finish. The

marketing was excellent with

professionally written property

particulars and photos that showed

our home in the best possible light. I

cannot recommend them highly

enough.
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ABOUT US

OUR STORY

However, the level of professionalism and

client service in the sector left them feeling

there was a gap in the market for a

professional agency that provided high end

private rented accommodation.

 

In December 2010 significant work was carried

out in order to grow the business with a fresh

and contemporary image and by June 2011

the company was incorporated. Tom and Phil

have been Comfort’s managing Partners ever

since, working together to create an agency

that meets clients needs and fills a quality gap

in the market.

We’re an ARLA accredited residential lettings

and management agency based in

Nottingham City Centre. We offer lettings and

management services to landlords and

property investors with the aim of maximising

return on investments, and mitigating risks in

an increasingly regulated market place. Our

mission statement is simply, 'Better Letting'.

We deliver this through hard and methodical

work, combined with new and efficient

technologies.

The first seeds of our business were sewn in

late 2009. At that time Phil was practising as a

Chartered Accountant and began to utilise his

local knowledge to buy dilapidated properties

and redevelop them. Tom was an experienced

property manager, managing one of the largest

agencies in Nottingham.
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The business has grown significantly since then and Phil and Tom now manage a growing team of

like-minded team members, from a beautiful office space in a prime city centre location. 

 

While we look very different as a business, our core values remain the same: high quality, customer-

focused property services for every landlord.
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ARLA PROPERTYMARK
MEMBERS

AWARD WINNING
SERVICE

FINANCIALLY SAFE
AGENTS

As ARLA members our experienced and trained

lettings experts undertake regular property

training. We adhere to a nationally recognised

code of practice and are required to be part of a

nationally recognised redress scheme, The

Property Ombudsman. We also undergo a yearly

audit to ensure we maintain the highest

standards. In an industry which remains largely

unregulated, you have the peace of mind that

we adhere to the highest professional standards.

We’re proud to have been consistently

voted the best letting agent in Nottingham

based on independent reviews for several

years running. This reflects the fact that we

deliver consistently professional and friendly

services to every landlord and tenant.

With a dedicated client bank account and ARLA

Propertymark and ICAEW qualified staff, you can

be assured that we're well trained to deal with

the management of your finances. We’re also

backed by Client Money Protection  (CMP)

Insurance. Strangely, CMP has not always been

required by law, but we've always seen it as

absolutely necessary to ensure you know that

whatever happens your money is insured against

fraudulent activity. We had our certificate many

years prior to it becoming a legal requirement in

2019 and have a proven track record of keeping

our clients' money safe.
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COMFORT

STANDARD

PROPERTIES
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Well-presented, thought through and compliant homes make better rental properties.

 

Presented in its best light your property will receive higher levels of interest and viewing

appointments, making market leading rent more achievable.

 

Comfort Standard properties have longer term tenants. By providing tenants with a quality and safe

home, acting quickly on maintenance items and building an excellent rapport, Comfort tenants want

to call your property home for longer.
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WHERE APPROPRIATE:

Freshly and tastefully decorated;

high efficiency boilers and heating;

sturdy and good quality furniture for furnished

homes;

modern kitchens and bathrooms;

quality, matching floor coverings;

alarm systems.

A valid Gas Safety Certificate to be

renewed yearly;

an Electrical Installation Condition Report

(EICR) to be renewed every 5 years;

working smoke/carbon monoxide alarms;

compliance with HHSRS requirements;

correct landlords insurance for

buildings and contents;

consent to let from mortgage

company;

well maintained roofs and guttering;

energy efficient measures, such as

double glazing;

secure external doors and windows.

WHAT IS A COMFORT
STANDARD PROPERTY?
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This agent has always

been very friendly and

helpful, making us feel

welcome and at ease in

our property. If there is

an issue, emails are

replied to quickly and

efficiently and in

general everything has

been sorted out really

well. They are a brilliant

agent and I would not

hesitate to recommend

them.
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LANDLORD

SERVICE

LEVELS
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LET ONLY
 
 
 

This service is perfect if you are a professional landlord who

wants to administer your rental payments, deal with the

maintenance and repairs and manage the legal notices of

the property. We will market your property, carry out

professional accompanied viewings, find a suitable tenant,

reference them, and prepare the tenancy agreement for

signing.
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Our comprehensive Full Management

service offers landlords and investors

complete peace of mind.

 

You will be assigned one of our highly

trained and experienced Portfolio

Managers to deal with your property.

They are responsible for overseeing all

aspects of a tenancy which gives them a

unique position and allows them to

make the very best decisions. They are

responsible for knowing all about you,

your property and tenants

 

 

 

 

We take care of everything: 

 

preparing your property for letting;

finding your perfect tenants;

compliance support;

ongoing care of your property and

tenants;

ongoing care of your investment;

across every stage we'll offer any

support and advice you might need.

You can find out more about these

services in the following pages of this

brochure.

FULL MANAGEMENT 
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“We have used Comfort Lettings for

several years and the service we have

received has been exceptional and

extremely professional. The team is very

proactive and have provided us with good

and timely advice on several issues. A first

class agent; we would definitely

recommend Comfort Lettings.
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THE 

LETTING

PROCESS
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VALUATION AND
INSTRUCTION

PREPARING YOUR
PROPERTY

DEDICATED PORTFOLIO
MANAGERS

At this early stage, a thorough approach is

crucial to getting the best out of your

investment. Our team have decades of local

experience between them and are best placed

to give you a professional opinion on your

property's value. We’ll take this opportunity to

learn all about your property, its history and any

works you’ve carried out or might be planning. 

 

We also want to learn about you and your

investment strategy. What are your long-term

plans? Is this property part of a portfolio? What

experience do you have with letting property?

Asking these questions allows us to best advise

you on the way forward with your investment

and your potential relationship with us. 

 

We offer genuine support and solid advice

so you can make the best decisions

possible for your long-term investment

opportunity. We’ve had every question

possible fired at us: whether it's furnishing,

tax, safety, licenses or legislation, our years

of knowledge and experience in the

industry allow us to give you the most

profitable advice and to find the best long-

term solutions.

We’ve structured our team with you in mind.

From the very start of our relationship you’ll be

assigned a dedicated Portfolio Manager who will

oversee every aspect of your account. From

finding your tenants, to ongoing maintenance,

they will have an in depth knowledge of your

property. They will get to know you and your

plans for your investment. Whether you want to

stay at arms length or be more involved, having

this single point of contact ensures we are

making the decisions you would make.
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MARKETING

REFERENCES

FINDING

YOUR

PERFECT

TENANTS

VIEWINGS

Every viewing appointment is carried out by an

experienced Accompanied Viewer. At the

appointment our aim is not only to present your

property in the best light, but also to begin a

soft vetting process of potential applicants to

ensure you are getting the best tenants possible

for your property.

 

Many agents outsource this element to

temporary staff. but we use our in house team,

as selecting the right tenant is critical to success.

Once a tenant has decided they would like to

proceed to let your property we will begin a

thorough referencing process with our specialist

referencing providers. Tenants’ backgrounds are

thoroughly checked for CCJs, credit rating,

affordability, previous landlord and employment

references. We also consider applicant

behaviours, time keeping and attitude. All of

these things are put together to find you the

most suitable tenant. 

An effective marketing strategy will ensure the

successful, speedy let of your property. Your

property will be listed with professional images, an

engaging description, floor plans and an EPC. If

appropriate we will stage your property using our

professional staging equipment, bringing your

property to life and allowing potential tenants to

imagine what it would be like as a home. We

market across several platforms for the best

exposure possible including Rightmove,

Onthemarket and social media. We are constantly

improving our knowledge of the most effective

marketing strategies.

Le
t 

A
gre

ed
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LEGISLATION

One of the biggest hurdles for landlords to

overcome is ensuring the legal compliance of

their property.

 

Increasing regulation means more and more

checks, certificates and licences are required.

There are hundreds of national pieces of

legislation which apply to buy-to-let landlords! 

 

Just a few recent changes to

legislation include: 

 

• Housing and Planning Act 2016 (Banning

Orders, Rent Repayment Orders, Rogue

Landlord Database);

• How to Rent Guide 2018;

• Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards 2018;

• Mandatory Licensing 2018;

• Selective Licensing 2018;

• Client Money Protection Schemes for

Property Agents Regulations 2018;

• Gas Safety Amendment Regulations 2018;

• Homes (Fitness for Human Habitation) Act

2018;

• Additional Licensing 2019;

• Tenant Fees Act 2019.It's a lot to keep up with! That’s where we

come in. If you don't have time to keep up to

date with all this legislation, then our Full

Management service is for you. 

 

We’re always up to date with local and

national landlord law so you can be sure you’ll

never be caught out by changes. We'll help

you navigate this tricky area to ensure your

property is always compliant and your

investment is safe. 

 

If you’re interested in knowing more about the

exact certificates you’ll need for your property,

just ask any of our team to send you our

Complete Landlord Toolkit. This interactive

pdf will give you a comprehensive overview of

the lettings process, including a handy

compliance checklist.

 

 

KEEPING 

YOU

COMPLIANT
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Comfort Lettings provide a thoroughly

professional and efficient service. They are

extremely courteous, easy to deal with and

always trying to develop the service they provide.
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TAKING 

CARE OF 

YOUR 

TENANTS

We’ve found your perfect tenants and your

property is all ready to be moved in to - great

news! What’s next?

 

From this point, one of our main priorities is to

build an excellent rapport with your tenants. 

 

The reason for this is simple, if tenants feel they

have been looked after, they'll look after your

property in return. 

 

 

TENANCY SIGN ON 

LONG LASTING
RELATIONSHIPS

This relationship begins before your tenants

move in. Pre-signing processes can be

confusing, especially for first time renters. We

aim to make these steps as straight forward as

possible. Tenants enter all their details via a

form on our website. We then prepare all the

paperwork and send it off for electronic

signing. Our independent inventory providers

ensure a thorough account of exactly how the

property was given, we protect deposits and

serve all the correct prescribed information and

finally, hand over the keys to your happy new

tenants! We hope we give a great first

impression, which puts us in good stead for the

rest of the tenancy.

Once your tenants are moved in, we

maintain and build on this positive

relationship. It’s not just about being a

friendly voice on the end of the phone

(although that certainly helps), but about

delivering on requests in a timely manner.

We have some great systems that help us

to do this.
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ONGOING MAINTENANCE

END OF TENANCY

VOID PERIODS

Our maintenance reporting tool, FixFlo, means

tenants can log a maintenance issue on our

website at a time that’s convenient for them.

This gets sent directly to us and we can easily

keep track of the progress of the job through

our maintenance management system. We also

provide tenants with an out of hours

emergency line, so you’ll never need to be

bothered by a midnight wakeup call again!

 

 

 

At the end of your tenant’s contract they

may decide they want to renew. If this is

the case, we’ll take the opportunity to

review the rent you’re achieving and raise

rates where appropriate before preparing

a new AST. If they decide they would like

to move out, we’ll re-market the property

at the ideal time. This minimises any void

period and ensures we find suitable

tenants with enough time to complete the

referencing process.

We make the most of void periods by carrying

out inspections and ensuring necessary works

and cleaning are undertaken in a timely

manner. This way, when your new tenants

move in they are just as happy with the

property and the service they have received as

the previous tenants.
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I had an issue with the heating in my flat and called Comfort to

sort it out.

 

 Comfort Lettings were most helpful and managed to get into

my flat and sort out the problem. I was having a very busy day

at work and I was so happy to have been able to leave the

problem with them. When I got home after a very long day, I

was so delighted to find that the issue had been rectified.

Comfort Lettings sorted it with efficiency, with no hassle and

extremely promptly. I feel that I can trust them when I have a

problem and I have the confidence that they can deal with an

issue without my having to chase them up on it. 

 

They are very professional, friendly and helpful and I am very

glad to have them as my agents.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR

INVESTMENT

We take care over each of the above steps

because we want to ensure the safety of your

investment. When you give over the reins of

your property to your letting agent, you’re not

just giving us the responsibility of looking after

the tenants and transferring your rent each

month, but of taking care of your investment.

 

 

 

 

Whether your property is the home you once lived

in or part of a portfolio, our years of experience in

both lettings and finance means we’re best

placed to understand your specific requirements.

If you're looking for guidance, we'll work with you

to review your investment strategy and ensure

you're achieving the best possible returns.  
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MONTHLY STATEMENTS

FINANCIAL SAFETY

YOUR TENANCY

We provide you with detailed and transparent

monthly statements. We've worked hard to

ensure our statements are exactly what our

landlords want. Each month you’ll get a

statement which details all the money that’s come

in and out of your account, with copies of

receipts. This allows you to retain complete

oversight of your finances, while remaining at

arm’s length.

 

Your money is safe in our care. We take out

Client Money Protection Insurance to

ensure you know that whatever happens,

your money is insured against fraudulent

activity. We've been members of CMP for

many years now and have a proven track

record of keeping our clients' money safe. 

 

Tax: Whether you’re a UK or non-resident

landlord, our experienced accounts team

can give you informal advice on tax matters

and help answer all your questions.

Inspections: We carry out thorough

photographic inspections to ensure your

property is being taken care of. We discuss any

issues with the tenants and nip them in the bud

or get them resolved quickly.

 

End of tenancy: Ending a tenancy well is crucial.

If a tenancy ends badly with large void periods

and deposit disputes this can put your profit at

risk. We have put processes in place to minimise

this risk. By discussing tenants’ intentions early

and getting you on the market quickly, we

minimise void periods. We carry out thorough

end of tenancy inspections to ensure we get a

fair deal for you in deposit negotiations.
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If you're looking for:

An agent with a proven track record of

delivering excellent service to both landlords

and tenants. 

Expert support and guidance on your investment

strategy.

A dedicated property manager who will provide

one to one service that's specific to you.  

A team of property managers who are highly

trained, love what they do and are excited about

your property and its potential. 

An agent who demands higher standards of

themselves and the lettings industry.

then we would love to work with you on

our better letting journey. 

ARE YOU

READY FOR

BETTER

LETTING?
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